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May 22nd 2017:Age out Loud/ Finally Focused
In the first half Patricia interviews Gloria Dunn, author of
Revivement: Having a Life After Making a Living. She has coined
this new word and a new philosophy for your second half of life in
her hot off the press book. She suggests with fervor that anyone
over 50 is ready to have a rebirth, and to renew and revitalize a life
that has been waiting for this auspicious time. This book is a good
friend for anyone contemplating retirement or already there. In the
second half Patricia interviews Dr. James Greenblatt,Chief
Medical Officer at Walden Behavioral Care in Waltham, MA and
Assistant
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Featured Guests
Gloria Dunn-Violin
Author of Revivement: Having a Life After Making a Living. She is a professional
speaker, workshop leader, and author focused on helping pre- and present retirees
plan a meaningful and fulfilling second half of life. She also advises corporations and
business services on how to prepare their employees and clients with meaningful
advice about retirement and aging.For 25 years she has provided services in training,
coaching, and consulting in the field of Organizational Development and Behavior, and
was a professional speaker through my own business, Wiser Ways to Work During the
preceding 10 years, she enjoys her work as an award-winning public relations
profession. She has also written th
Read more

Dr. James Greenblatt
A pioneer in the field of integrative medicine, James M. Greenblatt MD has treated
patients with complex behavioral and mood disorders since 1990. He has dedicated
his career to providing patient-centered care and educating his colleagues on
integrated psychiatry. Dr. Greenblatt currently serves as Chief Medical Officer at Walden
Behavioral Care in Waltham, MA and is on the clinical faculty at Tufts University School
of Medicine and Dartmouth College Geisel School of Medicine.
Read more
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